
Satellite phone and cellular phone/GPS combo. 71

Take Advantage of the
Latest Satellite Technology
Yesterday's science fiction becomes today's opportunity with these two incredible new

products. Make calls anywhere on the planet with the Magellan WORLD PHONE, and keep in

touch with a standard analog cellular phone and know exactly where on earth you are with

the GARMIN NavTalk phone/GPS receiver combo.

Satellite phone keeps you in touch anywhere in the world
Magellan WORLD PHONE. Take along this laptop -sized phone and you'll never be out of touch. Calling
costs are $2.99 per minute to any phone in the world and there is no activation fee. WORLD PHONE is sim-
ple to operate with a large backlit display, 99 -number memory and speakerphone function. It includes a
detachable satellite antenna, removable Ni-MH rechargeable battery, AC adapter, and user guides. Water-
resistant. 5'h lbs. Battery provides up to 3'h hours talk time or up to 50
hours standby operation per charge. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. RSU 12015756 2,999.99
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12E21 Cellular phone/GPS navigation receiver combo
GARMIN NavTalkTM. Easy to use and built tough, this new combo gives you all the
advantages of a cellular phone plus the precise positioning abilities of an advanced 12 -parallel -
channel GPS receiver. A built-in database provides information on many cities and interstate high-
way exits on a big 16,000 -pixel backlit LCD display. Plus, you can add detailed data on city streets,
marina locations, boat ramps, coastlines, navigation aids and points of interest. The standard ana-
log cellular phone has numeric paging and optional one -touch emergency location reporting capa-
bilities**. RSU 12113759 599.99*
*NavTalk must be shipped to store for cellular activation. Requires minimum service commitment Lpon credit approval with a
RadioShack authorized cellular carrier serving your area. **Available as additional services, not included.
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What is GPS?
The Global Positioning System is
an array of satellites that deliver
accurate positioning information to
receivers on the ground, at sea and
in the air. With a GPS receiver, you'll
always know where you are and
where you're going. See page 337 for

more GP5 information and products.

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited', or see our seiection of products at RadioShack_com.Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


